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The language of differential forms and topological concepts are applied to study
classical electromagnetic theory on a lattice. It is shown that differential forms and
their discrete counterparts~cochains! provide a natural bridge between the con-
tinuum and the lattice versions of the theory, allowing for a natural factorization of
the field equations into topological field equations~i.e., invariant under homeomor-
phisms! and metric field equations. The various potential sources of inconsistency
in the discretization process are identified, distinguished, and discussed. A rationale
for a consistent extension of the lattice theory to more general situations, such as to
irregular lattices, is considered. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0022-2488~99!02301-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

For historical reasons, the prevalent approach to study initial and/or boundary value pro
for Maxwell’s equations is based on the vector calculus language. Relatively few references
use of differential forms1–23 as an alternative mathematical language to describe classical ele
magnetic~EM! field theory, despite its adequacy and strong geometrical content. This is in m
contrast with the current tendency of geometrization of other areas of physics.13–23

The classical approach for deriving a lattice electromagnetic~EM! theory utilizes the vector
calculus language. Such description assumes a space~and time! infinitely divisible. The discrete
theory is then obtained by a finite-difference, finite-volume, or finite-element approxima
There has been a number of consistent~in the sense that properties exhibited by the continu
theory, such as divergence-preserving conditions, reciprocity, and conservation laws, are re!
and self-contained formulations of a lattice EM theory in the past.24–26 However, until recently,
these formulations were restricted for the finite-difference case and regular lattices.24,26

Apart from exhibiting some interesting physical phenomena not present in its contin
counterpart~such as high-frequency cutoff and rotational symmetry breaking!, the interest in the
development of a discrete EM theory is driven basically by the recent surge of interest
numerical simulation of EM fields in complex environments using differential equation sol
made possible by advances in computer technology. The absence of consistency in more
lattices usually leads to harmful effects on the numerical simulations for hyperbolic equa
~time–domain simulations!, such as unconditional late-time instabilities.11,27 In the case of elliptic
equations~frequency–domain simulations!, they are usually associated with the presence of s
rious modes.3

Traditionally, the derivation of a lattice EM theory using the classical, vector calculus
proach has some inherent drawbacks, which hamper its application for developing more g
discrete models on irregular lattices. First, it involves an approximation whereby derivative
replaced by finite differences~e.g., in the finite-difference method!. Second, in the case of struc
tured lattices, the discretization is dependent on the underlying coordinate system; in the c

a!This work is dedicated to the memory of Professor George A. Deschamps.
b!E-mail: fteixeir@cspark.ece.uiuc.edu
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unstructured lattices, the differential operators are replaced by integral operators and the
tion of fields involves an averaging procedure~e.g., in the finite-volume method! or a projection
on a functional space~e.g., in the finite-element method!. More importantly, the use of vecto
calculus implies that the placement of the theory on the lattice depends on the metric on wh
continuum field theory was first cast. This leads, in most cases, to lengthy formulas. Furthe
the underlying geometrical concepts and the metric independence of Maxwell’s equations a
explored. When written in the vector calculus language, the metric independence of Max
equations is hidden because the topological structure is intertwined with their metric struct

More recently, an alternative approach to the finite-difference discretization of Maxw
equations for irregular quadrilateral lattices based on the support operator method~SOM!28,29 has
been described in Ref. 30. Such an approach is still based on the vector calculus langua
compared to traditional discretization schemes, has the distinct advantage of being consisby
constructionand, therefore, free from spurious solutions and numerical instabilities. More
such an approach also explores the metric independence of Maxwell’s equations, since the
ing discrete operators can be written as a composition of a topological part~formal differences!
and a metric part.28

Here, we explore and discuss the application of differential forms and their discrete co
parts~cochains! to study lattice EM theory. One of the advantages of using differential form
that the metric independence of Maxwell’s equations is already factored out in the continuum
therefore, explicitly manifested.2 This fact implies that the continuum Maxwell’s equations writt
in the differential forms language are invariant under diffeomorphisms, while their lattice c
terparts are invariant under homeomorphisms~in Fig. 1, we illustrate the concepts of the top
logical and metric structure of a lattice!. Metric concepts are present only in the so-called Hod
star operators, which also generalize the constitutive relations of the medium. In the lattice
operators can be thought of either defininga priori the local metric structure of the lattice, or bein
defineda posterioriby a given metric structure of the lattice.

In the discrete counterpart of the differential forms language, the continuum derivative o
tions are replaced not by finite-difference approximations, but as exact exterior derivatives
lattice cell complex. The discrete exterior derivative corresponds not to a discreteapproximation,
but to a discretecounterpart. The exterior derivative is an operator that can be related to a sim
evaluation of quantities on the boundary of the elements of the lattice complex, and which
no assumptions about differentiability. These observations illustrate yet another advantage

FIG. 1. Topological and metric structure of general, irregular lattices. The differential form language reveals the
independence of Maxwell’s equations. When put on a lattice, Maxwell’s equations~but not Maxwell’s system! become
invariant for any lattice with the same topology.
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use of differential forms: their discrete counterparts are objects amenable to analysis us
powerful tools of algebraic topology.

Algebraic topological tools have been used to study discrete models for many years~see, e.g.,
Ref. 17 and references therein!. The generality achieved by using algebraic topology was rece
illustrated in Ref. 23, where it provided a conceptual basis to analyze the general similaritie
differences among various discretization schemes, in the context of thermostatics.

The main objective of this paper is to tackle the general problem of the consistency of l
EM theory within the framework of algebraic topology. Bygeneral, we mean lattices with arbi-
trary metric and topologicalstructures. We distinguish three basic classes of consistency req
ments. The first class~based on topological considerations only! is common to all field theories
cast on a discrete form, and it is associated with the correct implementation of the bou
operator on the lattice. Discrete schemes that satisfy this first class can be classified as dive
preserving schemes. The second class~also based on topological considerations only! is related to
the topological structure of EM theory and the dual nature of ordinary and twisted cell comp
The third class is the metric-dependent one, associated with the Hodge operators. We po
that each requirement is a separate, necessary condition for an overall consistent lattice EM

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we write Maxwell’s equat
using the language of differential forms and discuss their factorization into topological and m
equations. In Sec. III, we review the discretization of differential forms on a lattice using alge
topological tools. In Sec. IV, we put Maxwell’s equations on the lattice using the concepts o
previous sections, stressing that it provides an exact counterpart to the continuum theory
invariant under homeomorphisms. We also discuss the topological consistency requireme
sociated with the correct implementation of the boundary operator, and their connection w
usual theorems of vector calculus. In Sec. V, we discuss the concept of dual lattices and
arises from the necessity of a proper discretization of the different geometrical objects repr
ing the EM fields. In Sec. VI, we treat some additional algebraic properties of the resu
discrete Maxwell’s equations by discussing additional topological consistency requirements
ciated with the dual structure of the ordinary and twisted cell complexes~important to guarantee
reciprocity of the discrete Maxwell’s equations!. In Sec. VII, we discuss the problem of th
discretization of the constitutive relations, where metric concepts are present and approxim
are involved through the discretization of the Hodge operators. We do not present explici
structions for the Hodge operators~these are highly problem specific!; instead, we discuss gener
rationales for this, and describe basic requirements thatany consistent version of the discret
Hodge should satisfy. Finally, in Sec. VIII, we summarize the conclusions. We use a (311)
representation with thee2 ivt time convention assumed. Throughout this work, the term disc
zation refers tospatial discretization, unless indicated otherwise.

II. MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS AND DIFFERENTIAL FORMS

In the language of differential forms,1–23 Maxwell’s equations are written as

dE5 ivB, ~1!

dH52 ivD1JE , ~2!

dB50, ~3!

dD5rE . ~4!

In the above,E andH are electric and magnetic field intensity 1-forms,D andB are electric and
magnetic flux density 2-forms,JE is the electric current density 2-form, andrE is the electric
charge density 3-form.

The operatord is the usual exterior derivative, which simultaneously plays the role of the
and div operators of vector calculus. The exterior derivative is an operator applicable t
 01 Feb 2002 to 164.107.163.40. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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differentiable manifold, even without a metric defined on it. This is in contrast to the ve
calculus operators, which depend on metric factors and have different expressions when wr
different coordinate systems. The Maxwell’s equations in the above form~27!–~30! are metric
independent and retain the same form irrespective of the coordinate system used.1,2

Constitutive parameters of a given medium relate the 1-formsE,H to the 2-formsD,B and are
given in terms ofHodge operators, !e and!h ,6–8 as

D5!eE, ~5!

B5!hH. ~6!

These relations close the Maxwell’s system. In this paper, the term Maxwell’s equations will
to Eqs.~1!–~4!, while the term Maxwell’s system will refer to~1!–~6!. In the case of a three
dimensional manifold, the Hodge operator establishes a natural isomorphism between the s
1-forms asE andH and the space of 2-forms asD andB. This isomorphism is usually called
Hodge duality map. The Hodge operators depend on a metric and, in the equations~1!–~6!, all the
information about the metric of space is contained in the constitutive relations~5! and ~6!. Any
modification on the metric tensor preserves the form of Maxwell’s equations.

The possibility of decomposing the field equations into a purely topological part and a m
one is not a special property of the EM theory. Such a decomposition is equally possible
context of other classical field theories.23

III. DIFFERENTIAL FORMS ON A LATTICE

In this section, we will briefly review the correspondence between continuum and la
equations provided by the known mapping of differential forms onto linear functions on the s
of some lattice elements. For brevity, we have deliberately chosen a somewhat sloppy appr
any topological subtleties~these are discussed elsewhere, e.g., in Refs. 17–20!, by focusing on the
important concepts behind the terminology.

To make the right correspondence between the continuum and the lattice, the latter sho
considered as acell complex~or cell decomposition!.13,14,16–20,22,23A cell complex is a partitioning
of some spaceX into a finite number ofk cells of different sizes, coveringX without overlap!,
which form a setx. In our case of interest,X is just a region of the three-dimensional Euclide
space. Ak-cell si

k is an object homeomorphic toRk so that, a 0-cell is a point, a 1-cell is a lin
~edge!, etc. In general,k-cells arek-dimensional (k50,1,2,3) elements of the lattice. The set of
k-cells is denoted byxk. The cell complex is the direct sum of such sets,

x5 %
k50

n

xk. ~7!

Eachk-dimensional element ofxk, for k50,1,2,3, corresponds to a point~vertex!, link ~edge!,
plaquette~face!, and polyhedron~volume!, respectively.

We assume a fixed orientation for eachk-cell si
k on xk, which results in anoriented cell

complex. For brevity, the term complex will refer to oriented complex in the remaining of
work. With this assumption, acell k-chain, or simplyk-chain, is defined as a linear combination
k-cells in xk through

Sk5(
i

a isi
kPxk. ~8!

The weightsa i belong, in general, to any additive Abelian group. For our purposes, we do
need such a generality and assume that they are just integer numbers. From this defin
0-chain is a linear combination of points, a 1-chain is a linear combination of links, etc. A c
is always one of these types; there are no mixed chains.
 01 Feb 2002 to 164.107.163.40. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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The k-cells si
k form a basis for the space ofk-chains. An arbitrary decomposition ofX is not

a cell complexx. To characterize a cell complex, certain conditions must be observed. In pa
lar, theboundaryof any k-cell on x should be the union of lower-dimensional cells inx, and no
overlapping cells are allowed. The boundary operator] is an operator onx, ] : xk°xk21, which
carries the usual geometric interpretation and is subject to the requirement]2[]+]50. It connects
the algebra ofk-chains with the algebra of (k21)-chains on the lattice: ifSk is ak-chain, then]Sk

is a (k21)-chain. Moreover, the boundary operator acts linearly on the space of chains.
If V is a k-form and g is a k-dimensional integration surface, then integration define

pairing,

E
g
V, ~9!

which gives a scalar as a result. Therefore, the space ofk-forms can be thought of as beingdual
to the space ofk-dimensional surfaces. This motivates the definition ofcochains: if the space of
k-dimensional surfaces on the continuum is identified with the space ofk-chains on the lattice;
then the space ofk-forms in the continuum is identified as the space of cochains, which are l
functionals on the space of chains. Cochains constitute the discrete representation for the
ential forms on the lattice, or the discrete counterparts of forms. Here, to emphasize the con
between the lattice and the continuum, we will also refer to cochains aslattice differential forms.

The continuum pairing given by the previous equation has the followingexact counterparton
the lattice, in terms of ak-chainSk and ak-lattice formQk,

E
g
V→^Sk,Qk&. ~10!

Such pairing defines acontractionbetweenSk andQk. From the basis fork-chains,si
k , we define

a dual basis of lattice forms,u i
k , such that̂ si

k ,u j
k&5d i j . This basis generates the space ofk-lattice

forms so that the generick-lattice formQk is written as

Qk5(
i

b iu i
k . ~11!

In the above,b iPG, whereG is some Abelian group. To make the correspondence with
continuum,G is assumed to beR, and the composition law assumed to be the usual algebraic
of addition. The contraction of chains and lattice forms then gives

^Sk,Qk&5K (
i

a isi
k ,(

j
b ju j

kL 5(
i

(
j

a ib j^si
k ,u j

k&5(
i

a ib i . ~12!

From Eqs.~1!–~4!, we see that the only spatial operator present in the differential fo
language version of Maxwell’s equations is the exterior derivative. The concept of duality m
the definition of the exterior derivative on a lattice very natural, usually called thecoboundary
operator. Here, to emphasize the connection between the lattice and the continuum, we wi
refer to it as thelattice exterior derivativeand write it with the same symbol,d, as in the
continuum case. The lattice exterior derivatived is defined in terms of its adjoint, the bounda
operator], as

^Sk,dQk21&5^]Sk,Qk21&. ~13!

This definition has some interesting properties. First, it definesd on a lattice in anexact
manner. The coboundary does not correspond to an approximation to the continuum e
derivatived, but instead, as a counterpart to it. Second, it is defined without any need for d
entiability. Third, it automatically satisfies the generalized Stokes’ theorem.
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In this framework, the usual differential operators of vector calculus are replaced by asingle
operator on the lattice: the boundary operator] acting on the elements of the lattice~cell complex!.
The div operator corresponds to the action of] on a 3-cell, the curl to the action of] on a 2-cell,
and the grad to the action of] on a 1-cell. Furthermore, in this sense, these operators are dis
from an unnecessary metric structure, becoming purely topological operations.

In the next section, these remarks will be substantiated when discussing Maxwell’s equ
on a lattice.

IV. MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS ON A LATTICE

In this section Maxwell’s equations are put on a lattice using the previously discussed
cepts. The lattice counterpart to Maxwell’s equations~1!–~4! are formally the same as the con
tinuum ones, written as

dE5 ivB, ~14!

dH52 ivD1JE , ~15!

dB50, ~16!

dD5rE , ~17!

but with E andH properly interpreted as lattice 1-forms,B andD interpreted as lattice 2-forms
and d interpreted as the coboundary operator. Since lattice forms are operators on the sp
chains, we need to contract the above equations with any 2- and 3-chainsS2,S̃2S3,S̃3 to get actual
numbers,

^S2,dE&5 iv^S2,B&, ~18!

^S̃2,dH&52 iv^S̃2,D&1^S̃2,JE&, ~19!

^S3,dB&50, ~20!

^S̃3,dD&5^S̃3,rE&. ~21!

Using the definition of the coboundary operator~the generalized Stokes’ theorem!, we get

^]S2,E&5 iv^S2,B&, ~22!

^]S̃2,H&52 iv^S̃2,D&1^S̃2,JE&, ~23!

^]S3,B&50, ~24!

^]S̃3,D&5^S̃3,rE&. ~25!

We use an overtilde to distinguish between the chains belonging to the cell complex,x ~i.e., the
cell complex over whichE andB live!, from the chains belonging the cell complex,x̃ ~i.e., the cell
complex over whichD andH live!. These cell complexes are not necessarily the samesince the
pair of equations for~E,B! and for~D,H! are independent of each other. Indeed, we will show t
there are strong reasons to use different cell complexes for these quantities~this is discussed in the
next section!. To find the lattice forms at each edge or face, we apply the above procedure fo
edge or face of the cell complex, or, equivalently, to each elementsi

k of the basis ofk-chains,

^]si
2,E&5 iv^si

2,B&, ~26!
 01 Feb 2002 to 164.107.163.40. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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^] s̃i
2,H&52 iv^s̃i

2,D&1^s̃i
2,JE&, ~27!

^]si
3,B&50, ~28!

^] s̃i
3,D&5^s̃i

3,rE&. ~29!

Since ] is an operator fromxk to xk21 ~or x̃k to x̃k21!, the boundaries]si
1,]si

2,]si
3 ~or

] s̃i
2,] s̃i

2,] s̃i
3! can be expressed in terms of a basis of 0-, 1-, and 2-chains, respectively,

]si
15(

j
a i j sj

0, ~30!

]si
25(

j
b i j sj

1, ~31!

]si
35(

j
g i j sj

2, ~32!

] s̃i
15(

j
ã i j s̃j

0, ~33!

] s̃i
25(

j
b̃ i j s̃j

1, ~34!

] s̃i
35(

j
g̃ i j s̃j

2. ~35!

The matricesa i j ,b i j ,g i j ~and ã i j ,b̃ i j ,g̃ i j ! define theincidence relationsfor the operator] in a
given complexx ~and x̃!. They are the discrete-topological counterpart to the grad, curl, and
operators, respectively. The elements of these matrices are integers having the values61 ~depend-
ing on their relative chosen orientation! whensj

(k21)P]si
k , and zero otherwise. Furthermore, fo

any x, the identity]250 implies

(
j

b i j a jk50, ~36!

(
j

g i j b jk50, ~37!

and similar relations inx̃. Equations~36!–~37! are the topological equivalents onx of the familiar
identities curl50 and div curl50, respectively. The fact that these identities are preserved in
numerical discretization scheme are necessary to ensure that the theorems of the continu
preserved, although not sufficient. Schemes satisfying~36!–~37! may be classified as divergenc
preserving schemes, for obvious reasons.

Substituting~30!–~35! in ~26!–~29!, we have

(
j

b i j ^sj
1,E&5 iv^si

2,B&, ~38!

(
j

b̃ i j ^s̃j
1,H&52 iv^s̃i

2,D&1^ s̃i
2,JE&, ~39!
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(
j

g i j ^sj
2,B&50, ~40!

(
j

g̃ i j ^s̃j
2,D&5^s̃i

3,rE&. ~41!

These equations gives theexact lattice counterparts of Maxwell’s equations in terms of t
lattice variables^si

2,B&, ^s̃i
2,D&, ^s̃i

1,H&, and ^si
1,E&. The lattice 2-formsB, D that live on

2-chainssi
2,s̃i

2 are related to the lattice 1-formsE, D, respectively, which live on 1-chains]si
2,] s̃i

2.
The above equations in terms of lattice variables are the same forany lattice with the same

topological structure. Maxwell’s equations in this form are invariant under homeomorphisms
topological equivalence leads to an equivalence relation among lattices.

We also note that the fundamental dynamic variables in the lattice theory are not the
forms E,H,D,B ~i.e., the field values themselves! anymore, but their contraction with the ce
complex elements. The latter quantities are the usual ones of interest associated with a finite
of space~i.e., global quantities like electric voltages and magnetic fluxes!. The discretization
process just described can be viewed as a process of limiting the~originally infinite! degrees of
freedom in accessing these global quantities.

The problem of obtaining acontinuumrepresentation for thecontinuumforms E,H,D,Bover
X from the knowledge of̂ si

1,E&,^s̃i
1,H&,^s̃i

2,D&,^si
2,B& over x, x̃, is nevertheless important fo

discretizing the Hodge operators~constitutive relations! in ~5! and ~6! and to achieve the full
discretization of the Maxwell’s system~1!–~6!. This is a part of the general problem of obtainin
a consistent but approximate continuum representation for a differentialk-form V on X from the
knowledge of its discrete counterpart~k-cochain! Qk on xk. The discussion of this general prob
lem is postponed until Sec. VII.

V. DUAL LATTICES AND TWISTED FORMS

In this section, we will discuss the concept of dual lattices for EM field simulations~such as
in the Yee scheme31 or usual finite-volume discretizations32! and show that its convenience aris
not only for computational purposes, but also from geometrical reasons not obviated by the
language. These reasons are connected with the concept oforientation.

We start by noting that there are two fundamental ways to define an orientation in
dimensions.22,23 This is illustrated in Fig. 2 in the case of a one-dimensional object~line! in a
three-dimensional space. The first way is to specify a~inner! direction along the line. This does
not make use of additional dimensions other than the one defined by the line itself~one dimen-
sional! and is referred to asinternal orientation. The second way is to specify a~transversal!

FIG. 2. The concept of two orientations applied for one-dimensional objects on a three-dimensional space. The
orientation is based on the circulation around the object and makes use of additional dimensions. The internal or
is based on a direction along the object and does not require additional dimensions other than that of the object it
two orientations can be related to each other if a screw sense is defined. If the right-hand rule is adopted, the orie
chosen in this figure become equivalent. In the differential form language, two different objects may be defined ac
to the orientation they possess. Ordinary forms have an internal orientation. Twisted forms have an external orie
 01 Feb 2002 to 164.107.163.40. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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circulation along the line. In this case, additional dimensions are required and is referred
externalorientation. Internal and external orientations behave differently under coordinate r
tion. These two kinds of orientations necessitate the definition of two different kinds of fo
Forms with internal orientation are calledordinary differential forms~for historical reasons only
since there is nothing about them to make them more ‘‘ordinary’’ than the twisted forms!. Forms
with external orientation are calledtwisteddifferential forms.22 In the case of vectors, this dis
tinction is not present because the vector calculus language comes with a predefinedscrew sense
~in addition to a metric structure!. For instance, if the right-hand rule is used for the obje
~1-forms! of Fig. 2, then their vector counterparts automatically will have the same orienta
However, using the concept of two different kinds of orientations, noa posterioriright-hand rules
are necessary.

Figure 3 illustrates the concept of internal and external orientation for two-dimensiona
jects in the three-dimensional space~this concept may also be applied for zero and thr
dimensional objects22,23!.

As expected, the boundary operator] preserves orientation in the sense that the boundar
an ordinary/twisted form is another ordinary/twisted form. More interestingly, we note from
2 and 3 that the same concept~direction! that gives the internal orientation for one-dimension
objects gives the external orientation for two-dimensional objects. Similarly, the second co
~circulation!, while giving internal orientation for two-dimensional objects, gives external or
tation for one-dimensional ones.

If a given cell complexx is chosen to discretize the spaceX so that its links~edges! have
internal orientation and its faces have external orientation~consistently through the boundar
operator!, then there is a dual cell complexx̃ where edge orientations are given by circulations a
the face orientations given by directions. This is depicted in Fig. 4. The edges~faces! of the dual
cell complex are associated with faces~edges! of the primary cell complex. If the lattice ordinar
forms live on the primary cell complexx, then the lattice twisted forms should live on the dual c
complexx̃. This is one important distinction between differential forms in the continuum and

FIG. 3. The concept of two orientations now applied for two-dimensional objects on a three-dimensional space. Th
observations made for Fig. 2 also apply here.

FIG. 4. Oriented cell complexes give rise to two distinct kinds of cell complexes. In the ordinary complex, eac
complex is endowed with an internal orientation and the associated lattice forms~cochains! are ordinary forms. In the
twisted complex, each cell complex is endowed with an external orientation and the associated lattice forms~cochains! are
twisted forms. On an EM lattice, these ordinary and twisted cell complexes are combined such thatk-cells of one complex
are associated to (n2k)-cells of the other, wheren is the dimensionality of the space. This gives rise to the concept
dual lattice~complex!. The fieldsE andB live on the ordinary complex, whileD andH live on the twisted complex~also
see Fig. 5!.
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lattice forms. For the continuum forms, ordinary and twisted forms live on the same spaceX; but
for the lattice forms, ordinary and twisted forms live on different spaces,x andx̃. The role of the
orientation concept in defining dual lattices was first discussed in Ref. 23.

To stress their geometrical properties, we will refer to the primary cell complex,x, as the
ordinary cell complexand to the dual cell complex,x̃, as thetwisted cell complex.

The concept of distinct orientations applies directly to three-dimensional EM fields.
electric fieldE is associated with internally oriented lines~ordinary 1-form!, the magnetic fieldH
is associated with externally oriented lines~twisted 1-form!, the electric fluxD with externally
oriented surfaces~twisted 2-form!, and the magnetic fluxB with internally oriented surfaces
~ordinary 2-form!. In addition, electric charge density is associated with externally oriented
umes ~twisted 3-form!, and the electric current density is associated with externally orie
surfaces~twisted 2-form!. Figure 5 illustrates this classification for EM fields. TheE andB lattice
forms live onx, while D andH ~andJE ,rE , which are also twisted forms! live on x̃.

The ordinary EM forms~E andB! are associated with the concept of forces~Lorentz formula!,
while the twisted EM forms~D andH! are associated with the concept of sources (rE andJE!.
Indeed, in the four-dimensional space–time notation, the formsE and B are components of a
single two-formF ~Faraday!, while the formsD and H are components of its Hodge dual,!F
~Maxwell two-form!.1

Here, we appreciate the amount of geometric structure that is lost when representing t
fields in the vector language. Each EM field is a distinct geometric object~Fig. 5!, but in vector
calculus, all are under the same umbrella as three-dimensional~contravariant! vectors. The need
for two cell complexes arises not only as a computational device but also to account fo
inherent geometric differences among the electromagnetic fields.

VI. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS ON A LATTICE

The expansions~30!–~35! should satisfy, by construction, some conditions resulting from
properties of the boundary operator] and from the dual complex construction. In this section,
shall describe and discuss these conditions. The fact that they are preserved in the lattice t
important to preserve the continuum theorems and ensure an overall consistent theory.

The dual complex construction is such that, in the three-dimensional case, to each 2-cel
ordinary cell complex, there corresponds a 1-cell on the twisted cell complex, and vice-ver
this natural one-to-one pairing, the 1-cells~links!, on the ordinary complex cross associate 2-ce
~faces! on the dual complex, and vice-versa. A similar pairing also exist between 0-cells
3-cells and vice-versa. For the two-dimensional case, the pairing is between ordinary 0-ce
twisted 2-cells~and vice-versa!, and between ordinary and twisted 1-cells. This is true not only
hexahedral cells but for cell complexes with different cell topologies.

If the indices chosen for the basis elements of the cell complexesx andx̃ reflects this natural
pairing, i.e., if the cellsi

k on the ordinary cell complex has the samei index of the associated ce
s̃i

(n2k) ~on ann-dimensional space! on the twisted cell complex, then it is easy to show that
coefficients for the incidence relations in~30!–~35! are related through~see Fig. 6!

FIG. 5. Each EM field is a different geometrical object with distinct properties. This is hidden in the vector ca
language and best revealed through the use of the differential form language. In the continuum theory this dis
~usually! does not have an important role, but on a lattice, where the degrees of freedom in accessing global quan
limited and exhibit a specific interdependence~e.g., edges as a boundary of faces! each field must be associated with
proper geometric object~1- or 2-cell! on the proper lattice~ordinary or twisted!.
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a i j 5g̃ j i , ~42!

b i j 5b̃ j i , ~43!

g i j 5ã j i . ~44!

These relations do not depend on the primary orientation chosen forx and x̃. Similar to Eqs.
~36!–~37!, Eqs.~42!–~44! are another example of consistency relations derived from topolog
considerations only. The fact that these relations are satisfied in a particular discretization s
is of key importance to preserve symmetry and positive definiteness of the resulting matri
tems, and, consequently, stability in time–domain updates of numerical methods. Combine
symmetry properties to be observed on the discrete representation for the Hodge operators!e ,!m

~discussed in Sec. VII!, they mimic, on a lattice, the reciprocal nature of the continuum Maxwe
equations. Equations~42!–~44! are also related with the consistency requirements for the bo
ary operator on the twisted complexx̃. This can be seen by substituting Eqs.~42!–~44! into Eqs.
~36!, ~37!,

(
j

b i j a jk5(
j

b̃ j i g̃k j5(
j

g̃k jb̃ j i 50, ~45!

(
j

g i j b jk5(
j

ã j i b̃k j5(
j

b̃k jã j i 50, ~46!

which is equivalent to having the identity]250 fulfilled on x̃.
For lattices with simple topology, the relations~42!–~44! hold true because of the stagger

nature of the ordinary and twisted cells. However, for more exotic lattices, such as those e
tered in subgridding or in modeling curved boundaries through locally distorted lattice elem
they do not necessarily hold true in commonly employed discretizations schemes~with naive
interpolatory rules!, so that the reciprocity of the continuum Maxwell’s equations is lost. In th
cases, the relations~42!–~44! should be enforced by construction to ensure that reciprocit
maintained. This is also discussed in Refs. 33–35, but from a completely different point of

FIG. 6. Illustration of the reciprocal relationship between the boundary operator coefficients~incidence relations! for the
ordinary and twisted lattices. At the left, we illustrate that a volume-to-face incidence relation on the ordinary com
mirrored by a link-to-node incidence relation in the twisted complex. At the right, we illustrate that a face-to-link inci
relation in the ordinary complex is mirrored by another face-to-link incidence relation in the twisted complex
visualization purposes, we depicted a regular hexahedral lattice, but this is valid for general lattices as well.
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VII. HODGE OPERATORS ON A LATTICE

The discretization of the Hodge operators!e ,!m ~constitutive relations! is a central step for
the formulation a general lattice EM theory. The discrete Hodge operators relate the lattice
of the ordinary grid to the lattice forms of the twisted grid, and involve material properties o
particular medium. From the continuum equations, where the Hodge operators are m
dependent objects, such relationship should also involve concepts such as lengths, ang
Contrary to the topological equations treated before, the discrete Hodge operators areapproxima-
tions to the continuum operators. The continuum Hodge operators are linear mapping of the
of k-forms into the space of (n2k)-forms, wheren is the dimensionality of the space. In the E
case, the constitutive relations are written in terms of those operators,D5!eE, B5!mH, con-
necting the 2-formsD,B on one cell complex with the 1-formsE,H on the other cell complex
Since they are linear mappings, the discrete version of the Hodge operators in the lattice
represented as a generic linear mapping connecting the dynamical discrete variables onx andx̃ as
follows:

@!e#:x→x̃,

^s̃i
2,D&5(

j
@!e# i j ^sj

1,E&, ~47!

@!m#:x̃→x,

^si
2,B&5(

j
@!m# i j ^ s̃j

1,H&. ~48!

In the above,@!e# and @!m#, are square, nonsingular, sparse matrices representing the di
Hodge operators for a general dispersive and anisotropic linear media~in the general case o
bianisotropic media, the following discussion remains essentially unchanged, except for t
pearance of cross terms,@!z# and@!j#, in the above equations, relating quantities on the same
complex!. These approximate equations close the Maxwell’s system~1!–~6! and, along with the
exact discrete Maxwell’s equations~38!–~41!, constitute the discreteapproximationto the Max-
well’s system.

We now discuss some rationales for the construction of the Hodge operator on a lattic
we do not claim such rationales to be unique. More importantly, we draw attention to the
consistency requirements that any discrete Hodge should obey.

A rationale for a systematic construction of the discrete Hodge operators for a part
lattice geometry~metric! is described in RouteA below.
Route A:

~i! An approximatecontinuum representation for the electromagnetic formsE andH is built
from the knowledge of the discrete quantities^si

1,E& and^s̃i
1,H& over x and x̃, respectively~this

will be discussed shortly!.
~ii ! The Hodge star operators!e and!m are applied to the resultant continuum representa

for E andH, respectively, to yield the corresponding approximate continuum representationsD
andB.

~iii ! These resulting approximate representations forD andB are then paired with the elemen
of the cell complexesx̃ andx, respectively, to yield̂s̃i

2,D& and^si
2,B&. When^s̃i

2,D& and^si
2,B&

are written as functions of̂si
1,E& and ^s̃i

1,H&, respectively, we have determined the mat
elements@!e# i j and @!m# i j . Note that in Eqs.~47!, ~48!, the approximate continuum represent
tions for the electromagnetic formsE,B,D,Hdo not appear. They are used only as an auxiliary t
to obtain @!e# and @!m#. This is only natural, since, in a true discrete theory,E,B,D,H are not
primary quantities and@!e#, @!m# should be treated as being givena priori, in the same manne
as the material constitutive tensors,ē and m̄, for the continuum theory.
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As a result, an alternative route to~i!–~iii ! can be followed by using, instead ofE,B,D,H, their
vector counterpartsE,B,D,H, without changing the final formalism. This alternative route tra
lates the metric dependency of the Hodge operators isolated in step~ii ! to the metric-dependen
notions of vector fields and surface integrals in modified versions of steps~i! and~iii !. In this case,
the modified step~ii ! becomes just a tensorial product on vectors. This alternative route to d
mine the discrete Hodge operator may be summarized as follows.
Route B:

~i! An approximatecontinuum representation for the electromagnetic vector fieldsE andH is
built from the knowledge of the discrete quantities^si

1,E& and^ s̃i
1,H& overx andx̃, respectively.

~ii ! The approximate continuum representations forD and B are found using the tensoria
productsD5 ē–E andB5m̄–H.

~iii ! These resulting approximate representations for the vector fieldsD andB are then inte-
grated over 2-cells to givês̃i

2,D& and ^si
2,B&.

Variant schemes from the above are possible, where instead of first using the contract
1-forms,^si

1,E& and^s̃i
1,H& overx andx̃, to find the approximate continuum representations,

contractions used are located over the same cell complex, sayx. In such a case, the continuum
representations are derived from̂si

1,E& and ^si
2,B& and the discrete operators obtained are

proximations to!e and!m
21. This does not result in equivalence, however, because, in gen

@!m
21#Þ@!m#21. In particular, the matrix@!m

21# is sparse, but@!m#21 is not. The use of a sam
cell complex to obtain the continuum field representation from the contractions is sometim
interest because, in general, the primary and dual cell complexes have different topologica
tures~not only metric structure!, as illustrated in Fig. 7. As will become clear shortly, a prop
continuum representation construction at step~i! depends directly on the topology of the ce
complex over which the contractions are defined.

Both RoutesA and B above are inevitably metric dependent, and, in principle, there is
conceptual advantage in adopting one over another. However, since RouteB involves vector
calculus concepts only, which supposedly results in a more familiar operational approach, w
base our remaining discussion mainly on it.

To find the continuum approximation for the vector fieldsE and H, a continuum basis of
k-formsVs

i
k, counterpart to the basis ofk-cochainsu i

k ~duals tosi
k! should be constructed. Such

basis is built to obey the following properties.
~i! Vs

i
k50 outsidesi

k and its neighborhood~i.e., such forms should be compactly supporte!,

which ensures the sparsity of@!e#, @!m#.

FIG. 7. A two-dimensional, irregular simplicial lattice~solid lines! and its dual lattice~dashed lines!, which is not
simplicial anymore~hexagonal elements!.
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~ii ! Vs
i
k5dV]s

i
k, consistent with Eq.~13! and indicating a proper relationship between t

Vs
i
k’s for the differentk’s and a hierarchical construction that can be invoked.

~iii ! The lattice formu i
k and its continuum counterpartVs

i
k give the same results when con

tracted or integrated, respectively, over corresponding elements ofx andX, i.e.,

E
g
V s

i
k5^sj

k ,u i
k&, ~49!

whereg is thek-dimensional region inX corresponding to thek-cell sj
k in x.

A basis for the space of forms obeying~i!–~iii ! is introduced in Ref. 13 for asimplicial lattice
~cell complex!, and the resulting continuum forms are usually calledWhitney forms. A simplicial
lattice is one having the property thatall its cell elements aresimplices, i.e., cells whose bound
aries are the union of a minimal number of lower-dimensional cells. Therefore, in a simp
lattice, a 0-cell is a point~0-simplex!, a 1-cell a link~1-simplex!, a 2-cell a triangle~2-simplex!, a
3-cell a tetrahedron~3-simplex!, etc. The Whitney form associated withk-cell ~simplex! si

k is
written as3,13

Vs
i
k5k! (

j 50

k

~21! jz i , jdz i ,0∧¯dz i , j 21∧dz i , j 11∧¯∧dz i ,k , ~50!

wherez i , j , 0< j <k, are the barycentric coordinates of the simplexsi
k , and the wedge denotes th

usual exterior product. These are piecewise linear forms. Higher-order forms are also po
The Whitneyk-forms are just linear interpolants for simplicial cochains and are uniquely d
mined from their integration over thek-simplices, which completely defines their degrees
freedom.

Using a Euclidean metric for the continuum three-dimensional case, the Whitney forms f
various degrees can be easily written using the vector calculus language3 as basis functions forE
andH @step~i! of RouteB above#. For thek50 case, we simply have, for each nodei,

Vs
i
0→

gE

ts
i
05z i ,0 , ~51!

wherez i ,0 is the ~single! barycentric coordinate associated with the 0-simplexsi
0 ~node!, andgE

denotes the isomorphism~0-form to scalar! governed by the Euclidean metric. In this case,
Whitney form is the barycentric coordinate itself~a scalar! and the continuum approximation fo
a lattice 0-form is the usual node~point-based! interpolation through scalar functionsts

i
0. The

value of this function is equal to unity atsi
0, and equal to zero at all other 0-cellssj

0, j Þ i .
For thek51 case, we have, for each edgei,

Vs
i
1→

gE

ts
i
15z i ,0 ¹z i ,12z i ,1 ¹z i ,0 , ~52!

wherez i ,0 andz i ,1 are the barycentric coordinates associated with thetwo vertices of the 1-simplex
si

1 ~edge!. The Whitney forms~1-forms! in this case translate to a vector field,ts
i
1 ~from the

isomorphism between 1-forms and vectors governed by the Euclidean metric!. The resultant
interpolation scheme for a lattice 1-form using the above elements is the so-called edge in
lation. The line integral of this function is equal to unity along its associated edgesi

1, and equal to
zero at all other 1-cellssj

1, j Þ i .
For thek52 case, we have, for each facei,

Vs
i
2→

gE

ts
i
252~z i ,0 ¹z i ,13¹z i ,21z i ,1 ¹z i ,23¹z i ,01z i ,2 ¹z i ,03¹z i ,1!, ~53!
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where nowz i , j , j 50,1,2 are the barycentric coordinates associated with the three vertices
2-simplexsi

2 ~triangular face!. The Whitney forms~2-forms! in this case translate to a~pseudo-!
vector field, ts

i
2 ~from the isomorphism between 2-forms and pseudovectors governed b

Euclidean metric!. The surface integral of this function is equal to unity over its associated
si

2, and equal to zero at all other 2-cellssj
2, j Þ i .

The k53 case, we have, for each volumei,

Vs
i
3→

gE

ts
i
356@~z i ,0 ¹z i ,13¹z i ,2!–¹z i ,31~z i ,1 ¹z i ,23¹z i ,3!•¹z i ,01~z i ,2 ¹z i ,33¹z i ,0!•¹z i ,1

1~z i ,3 ¹z i ,03¹z i ,1!•¹z i ,2#, ~54!

which results in a~pseudo-!scalar function,ts
i
3 ~from the isomorphism between 3-forms an

pseudoscalars governed by the Euclidean metric! associated with each 3-simplex~tetrahedron!.
Despite the complicated appearance of Eq.~54!, these are simple, step-like functions, which a
constant on the associated tetrahedron and zero elsewhere. The corresponding volume in
equal to unity over its associated volumesi

3, and equal to zero over all other 3-cellssj
3, j Þ i .

Using the Whitney forms, we may write the 1-chain approximation for theE fields as a sum
of thek51 vector basis functions running over all 1-simplicessi

1 of the simplicial cell complexx,

E5(
i

^si
1,E&ts

i
1. ~55!

For theH field, the sum runs over the 1-cells of the dual complexx̃ ~not simplicial anymore!,

H5(
i

^ s̃i
1,H&ts̃

i
1. ~56!

Alternatively, as discussed before, a discrete approximation may be first sought for the in
operator!m

21, so that

@!m
21#:x→x̃,

^s̃i
1,H&5(

j
@!m

21# i j ^sj
2,B&, ~57!

andB is expanded over 2-simplicessi
2 of the simplicial cell complexx,

B5(
i

^si
2,B&ts

i
2. ~58!

Note that Eqs.~55!, ~56!, and~58! are approximations for the total vector fields~and not for
each of their components separately!.

The Whitney functions are commonly used as vector basis functions for the finite-ele
method to avoid the appearance of spurious solutions.3 According to their order,k, they are
sometimes referred to as node interpolants (k50), edge elements (k51), or face elements (k
52). Such elements have been generalized for other types of complexes also~e.g., with hexahe-
dral cells!. However, as opposed to the simplicial case, there are no established mathem
results behind such generalizations. More importantly, some of the basic properties of W
forms on a simplicial lattice are not preserved in more general lattices. Among them i
divergence-free condition. It can be shown that, although forregular hexahedral lattices, thes
vector basis functions are divergence-free inside each element, in the case of general hex
elements, this is not true.36 The divergence in this case is proportional to the amount of devia
from a regular lattice.
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For the general cell complex case, i.e., not necessary simplicial@note that even for the sim
plicial case, its dual lattice is not simplicial anymore, as exemplified by Fig. 7 and Eq.~56!#, and
in the present absence of definitive mathematical results, the use of simplerad hocinterpolatory
schemes to obtain@!e# and@!m# are of interest for practical purposes. Any such scheme is hig
dependent on the type of problem and geometry considered. However,any interpolatory scheme
should meet some basic consistency requirements, described next.

For a reciprocal medium,m̄5m̄t, ē5 ē t, the continuum Hodge operators!m , !e on a Rie-
mannian manifold are symmetric, nondegenerate, and positive definite operators. These pr
are a simple consequence from the fact that a Riemannian metric tensor itself is a sym
nondegenerate, positive definite tensor.

However, for nonorthogonal lattices, usual interpolatory schemes for the discrete Hodg
erators do not generally preserve the symmetry of the continuum operators. This is beca
discrete versions of the Hodge are not strictly local. The lattice variables^si

1,E&, ^s̃i
1,H&, ^si

2,B&,
^ s̃i

2,D& are defined over different geometric elements that spanfinite regions of space. Elements o
the ordinary~twisted! cell complex that contribute to a given element of the twisted~ordinary! cell
complex~and therefore define the local interpolatory stencil! are associated with metric elemen
defined at different points of space. Since the metric itself is a function of position, thelocal
symmetry of!m , !e may be lost on@!m#, @!e#, if not enforced by construction.27 In addition,
even if symmetry is enforced by construction on@!m#, @!e#, the positive definiteness condition o
the discrete Hodge may be violated when highly skewed lattices are employed.11,27

Symmetric, positive-definite discrete Hodge operators yield real, positive eigenvalues f
matrices@!m#, @!e#. This means the resultant discrete Maxwell’s system will not contain spur
eigenmodes with exponential growth in time. Nonsymmetric, nonpositive definite matrices w
give rise to negative or complex eigenvalues. Regardless of their magnitude, negative or co
eigenvalues lead to spurious eigenmodes withunconditionalexponential time growth that even
tually contaminate the solution~late-time instabilities!. This can be seen by substituting Eqs.~47!,
~48! into Eqs.~38!–~41! and solving, e.g., for̂si

1,E&. As a result, we get

(
m

S (
j ,k,l

~@!e#
21! i j b̃ jk~@!m#21!klb lm2v2d imD ^sm

1 ,E&50, ~59!

for all i. The eigenfunctions of the corresponding system of differential equations for^si
1,E& in the

time–domain are given by

^si
1,E&→f~ t !5e6 i Ā1/2tf0, ~60!

wheref(t) is the column vector of eigenfunctions,f0 is the initial value off(t) at t50, and the
elements of the matrixĀ are given by

Aim5(
j ,k,l

~@!e#
21! i j b̃ jk~@!m#21!klb lm . ~61!

The above functional operations on matrices are understood in the usual manner, by usin
larity transformations and operating on the matrix eigenvalues. We letĀ5W̄–l̄–V̄t, or Ā–W̄
5W̄–l̄, whereW̄ contains the right eigenvectors ofĀ, while V̄ contains the left eigenvectors~for
a symmetric Ā, they are the same!, and V̄t

–W̄5 Ī . Consequently,Ā–W̄–u5W̄–l̄–u, and
Ān

–W̄–u5W̄–l̄n
–u, or, in general,f (Ā)–W̄–u5W̄–f (l̄)–u, by using a Taylor expansion o

f (•), wherel̄ is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues ofĀ. Using V̄t
–W̄5 Ī , we can let

f05V̄t
–W̄–f0, i.e., expandf̄ 0 in terms of the eigenvectors ofW̄. Equation~60! then becomes

f~ t !5W̄•e6 i l̄1/2tV̄t
–f0. ~62!
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Equation~62! gives the solutions of the semidiscrete problem, i.e., without considerations a
the time discretization. For any convergent time-discretization scheme~e.g., independent of the
time step chosen!, Eq. ~62! will lead to boundedsolutions,f(t), if all the eigenvalues ofĀ are
real and positive~note that for a lossless, dispersionless media,Ā is real and, therefore, an
complex eigenvalues will occur in conjugate pairs!. If b̃ i j 5b j i @Eq. ~43!#, it can be easily shown
that this is true if@!e#

21 and @!m#21 ~and, consequently,@!e# and @!m#! are simultaneously
nonsingular, symmetric, negative definite or positive definite. The positive definite is the ca
interest to recover the continuum Hodge operators.

As observed in Sec. IV, the discretization process can be viewed as a process of limiti
degrees of freedom in accessing global dynamic quantities of interest. The original infinite d
of freedom in the continuum theory are reduced to a finite number over the cell complex elem
In the semidiscrete dynamic equations, Eq.~59!, this is reflected in the reduction of the spect
content of the solution to a finite number of poles~eigenfrequencies!. Usually this may also be
viewed as a low-pass filtering, which is determined by the lattice spacing size and nat
approximation; but in general terms corresponds to a rearrangement of the spectral conte
requirement for symmetric, positive definite discrete Hodge operators corresponds to assu~in
lossless media! that no spurious poles are introduced in the upper-half complexv plane after
discretization.

An additional, interesting point revealed by the differential forms language is that, sinc
metric is entirely defined in the Hodge operators, the simulation of Maxwell’s equations o
irregular lattice and homogeneous medium can be mimicked by a dual theory, where we vie
simulation performed on aregular lattice, but on an inhomogeneous, particular class of ortho
pic medium with electric and magnetic constitutive tensors proportional to each other, iē

5eḠ, m̄5mḠ. In this latter case, metric factors are incorporated into the medium properti
that lattice irregularities become orthotropic inhomogeneities. By making use of such an ob
tion, the properties that should be explicitly enforced on the final, approximate matrix repr
tation of the discrete Hodge operators on a general irregular lattice can be established o
simple physical grounds only. This is simply because the violation of symmetry or pos
definiteness would render the orthotropic media of the dual theory nonreciprocal or active,
rise to spurious numerical artifacts.

As mentioned, symmetry and positive definiteness for@!e# and @!m# ~or their procedural
equivalents in the vector calculus language! are not always met by some of the commonly e
ployed interpolations for finite-volume or finite-difference simulations. Symmetry is guaran
only if it is explicitly enforced at each lattice point~e.g., through a perfectly symmetric numeric
evaluation of the metric coefficients27! and the positive definiteness is usually violated when us
highly skewed or curved meshes.11,27

It should be stressed that these~metric-dependent! conditions over@!e# and @!m# are not
sufficient for the consistency of the lattice theory. They should be enforcedin addition to the
topological consistency conditions previously discussed in Secs. IV and VI.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we discussed the application of differential forms and topological concepts t
study of lattice EM theory.

Differential forms provide a very concise and elegant language to treat the classica
theory on a lattice. It allows for the factorization of the field equations into a topological par
a metric part. The resultant topological equations are invariant under homeomorphisms
invariant for lattices with the same topological structure. All the usual vector calculus ope
are unified by a single operator, the exterior derivative, which admits a trivial and exact dis
zation on an arbitrary lattice through the use of its discrete adjoint, the boundary operator
allows for a more general interpretation for the derivative on the lattice, not as a finite-diffe
approximation, but as an evaluation of fields at boundaries.
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Consistency conditions for the lattice theory, such as divergence-free conditions and rec
ity, are discussed in a very general setting using purely topological concepts. Metric concep
to be invoked only in connection with the Hodge operators, which also generalize the const
relations of the medium. General consistency requirements on the discrete Hodge operator
discussed.

Lattice differential forms provide a richer geometrical language to discuss some aspects
discretization procedure. The potential sources of inconsistency can be adequately identifi
classified. The treatment of the EM fieldsE and B as ordinary forms, andD and H as twisted
forms reveals a geometric reason of the dual lattice construction, common to EM discreti
schemes for numerical simulations, such as the celebrated Yee scheme.31
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